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12: From the border to Parma 

 
 

Buongiorno Italia! As I emerge from the tunnel into the sunlight, the carabinieri 
wave me on – they are not the slightest bit interested in checking my passport. So now 
I’m in Italy! Apart from the signs written in Italian, it all looks much the same as 
France. There is little traffic on the road and all goes well until I reach Ventimiglia, 
where I get stuck in a big traffic jam; the stench of petrol and diesel is sickening and 
the town is decidedly scruffy. Wheeling the bike along, I pop into a shop to get a map 
of the region. As the items are priced in thousands of lire, everything appears to be 
ferociously expensive: there are about 1,780 lire to the Irish pound. 

I leave Ventimiglia as quickly as possible and cycle on a busy road along the 
Italian Riviera. I am not at all impressed; by now French sophistication has 
disappeared completely and the area is visibly tacky. Here there is dirt in the air and 
all the vehicles spew obnoxious fumes from their exhausts. Hopefully things will 
improve when I cross the mountains and head for the Po valley. 

Travelling north-eastwards towards Genoa (or Genova as the Italians spell it), I 
continue along the coast, passing through various small towns and villages. At 12.30 I 
stop for lunch, which I eat sitting on a seat by the side of the road, overlooking the 
sea. When I finish my picnic meal, I relax for a while, then set off on my journey. It is 
hard going now, for a wind has whipped up and is blowing against me.  

On I go, slowly but surely, stopping now and then to take short rests and drink lots 
of water. As it is so much hotter here, I am very thirsty all the time. Marta had thought 
that I might be able to make it to Genova in one day, but now I am beginning to 
wonder if I’ll make it to a youth hostel at Finale-Marina, which is some distance 
before Genova.  

At around six o’clock I stop at a spot near the picturesque town of Cervo, where 
there is a spectacular church on a hilltop, and eat another picnic meal, though the 
bread that I have bought earlier today has begun to go mouldy already. After I have 
eaten, a man stops to talk to me. Although he is Italian, he speaks English excellently. 
When I explain to him what I am doing, he tells me that he admires my courage. He 
says that he cycled around Italy when he was a young man, and that he wants to visit 
Ireland and see the Ring of Kerry. He is surprised to discover that my aim is to see 
and visit the Palladian villas near Venice; he tells me that many Italians do not know 
of their existence and have no idea who Palladio is! 

After we say goodbye, I set off again and this time make better speed as it has 
become somewhat cooler. I want to telephone home again, but as I need to reach the 
youth hostel before nightfall, I keep going. However, darkness overtakes me shortly 
after eight o’clock and I find myself belting along pitch-black roads without a lamp. 

Finally I reach Finale Ligure (which, confusingly, turns out to be the same as 
Finale Marina), where I ask several people for directions to the hostel. I make my way 
up a steep hill and finally find it: it is in what looks like a castle that has been built 
fairly recently. The view of the sea from the front is very impressive. Fortunately they 
have a bed for me, even at this late hour (nine o’clock). After a short rest I give 
myself a much-needed wash and join some people on the terrace: some Irish girls 
(they’re everywhere!), a Norwegian girl and a Bulgarian man who can speak five 
languages. We test each others’ abilities by counting from one to ten in as many 
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languages as we can manage: I count in Irish, English, French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Russian and Chinese. However, I can’t speak Bulgarian and I know full well 
that my vocabulary in most of these languages is very limited indeed. 

I finish the Norwegian girl’s Spanish white wine, which she has offered to me, and 
say goodnight to them all. I finally retire to bed at 11.30, feeling exhausted, and fall 
fast asleep. What a mad rush it has been today! 

 
Another fine morning, but the wind is still blowing. After I have eaten some of my 

own bread with cheese, I go downstairs for the hostel prima colazione or breakfast of 
two rolls with butter, jam and tea, and finish with a peach that I have bought. I set off 
at nine, saying goodbye to the Irish girls. 

I spend an uneventful morning passing through dreadful seaside resorts, pushing 
constantly against the wind, and again drinking lots of water. The heat here is energy-
sapping. I certainly do not care for this region with its dirty and smelly towns. At least 
I have the pleasure of seeing the sea on my right and the mountains on my left. Only 
occasionally do I pass through a smart town that is thronged with tourists. 

I eventually come to a stop at midday in the small village of Cogoleto, where I buy 
a few provisions. After washing under a nearby tap, I sit down in the shade for a 
leisurely picnic of local white bread, ham, tomatoes and an apple. I make use of the 
tap again, relax for a while and set off at 2 p.m. 

At last I reach Genova by three o’clock, only to discover that the town centre is 
seventeen kilometres away! After a most uninteresting journey along main roads, I 
finally arrive at the centre by four. I take a quick look around the Chiesa del Gesù, a 
magnificent church with sparkling gold décor and paintings by Rubens, and then go in 
search of an international telephone. This proves to be an extremely difficult and 
tiresome business; after asking countless people I eventually find the telephone 
exchange by about 5 p.m. Just as I expect, I cannot get through to Dublin. It turns out 
that this is the only place from where I can phone home. Frustrated, I leave and set off 
for the youth hostel, which I eventually find (after more confusion) by six o’clock, 
when it opens. Again, the hostel is in a castle overlooking the sea. While waiting to be 
admitted, I chat to some English girls. 

Once inside, I wash some clothes, then walk down to the beach and paddle in the 
cool water of the Mediterranean. Unsurprisingly, I feel grimy and sweaty after the 
day’s journey. Back in the hostel, I take a quick cold shower and go to the dining 
room for a meal of bread, cheese, a large bottle of beer (which I buy at the counter for 
1000 lire), and a peach. Afterwards I sit down to bring my diary up to date from 
yesterday. I finally stagger upstairs to bed by about eleven o’clock. 

 
A slightly hazy, but bright sunny morning with a clear blue sky. I am up at seven 

and am eating breakfast with the English girls on the terrace half an hour later, 
looking down to the sea. 

I’m off at 8.30. It’s a perfect morning for cycling as there is not much wind and it 
is cooler because of the haze. I start by heading back towards Genova, following the 
coast. This morning it takes me an hour and a half to cycle through the suburbs, turn 
northwards in the direction of Milano and eventually leave the ugly city. The fact that 
it is a Sunday morning means that the traffic is light. 

At last I am heading for the dreaded mountains; yesterday I have been debating 
whether or not I should go by train. At first the road ascends almost imperceptibly and 
I make good progress. At last comes a steep climb as I make my way up to the Passo 
dei Giovi. In no hurry, I dismount and walk at an easy pace. The scenery becomes 
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more rustic as I gain altitude; I pass little villages, fields and flowers. I stop to rest and 
listen to church bells ringing and echoing through the valleys.  

I finally reach the pass at the top and go tumbling down into a long, winding 
valley. From here on, the road is flat and cycling is easy – I can now go at a good, 
steady pace. Although the scenery is dramatic on this side of the mountains, it is not 
particularly picturesque. I pass through sleepy villages, some of them with fine old 
churches, and see men sitting in the shade outside cafés, chatting and drinking. They 
all seem to be friendly here; when I pass by, people wave and shout, ‘ciao!’, ‘salve!’ 
or ‘buongiorno!’ 

Eventually I arrive at the scruffy little town of Serrvalle Serviva, where I decide 
not to stop for food, but continue to the next village. Here all the shops and cafés are 
closed. I am annoyed, for it is now one o’clock and I am feeling hungry. At last, as I 
approach the main road (which I have been avoiding), I spy a small hotel with a 
restaurant. As the prices look reasonably cheap (though still in thousands of lire!), I 
stop. Here I enjoy my first proper meal of Italian food: spaghetti, meat, bread, salad, 
fruit and a beer. When I leave, the man at the counter promptly relieves me of 12,000 
lire (the best part of £7). Although it has certainly been an excellent meal and I feel 
very full after I have eaten it, the price seems to be excessive. 

I leave and continue my journey, passing Tortona on my way to Voghera. As both 
seem to be uninteresting towns, I keep going and speed through them. By now I am 
well away from the mountains, am heading north-eastwards and approaching the 
River Po. Here the land is flat, and the road is straight and monotonous. During the 
whole afternoon I hardly see a car, but at about four or five o’clock there is a sudden 
rush of traffic. At one stage, a number of vintage and open sports cars appear on the 
road and pass me. 

As there seems to be little or nothing to see in this region, I stay on the main road 
and push on for Piacenza, which is situated by the side of the Po and which I think is 
likely to have reasonably-priced accommodation. By now it is hard going, as my legs 
are beginning to tire, but I continue on my way. Approaching mountains once again, 
the scenery becomes more interesting as I pass vineyards, fields, hamlets and 
interesting old churches in the distance. I stop to buy some apples from a lorry parked 
by the roadside. The man firstly gives me some green grapes for nothing and then 
sells me a big bag of apples for 500 lire (about 30 pence). After I have eaten the 
grapes and an apple, he then presents me with a big bunch of dark grapes. Either he is 
trying to get rid of his stock or else he thinks that I badly need feeding (which may 
indeed be the case). 

I finally arrive in Piacenza by eight o’clock, just as it is getting dark. Although 
much of the old town appears to contain derelict buildings, the main square and 
cathedral look interesting. I ask a policeman to direct me to a pensione and he shows 
me the way to a hotel. I find it easily enough, but quickly realize that it is expensive 
by my standards. As I am in no mood to go looking for alternative accommodation at 
this hour of the evening, I reluctantly accept a room for 15,000 lire (about £8.50). In 
order to save some money, I decide to go without dinner. 

 
This morning I am awoken by the sounds of slamming doors and car engines quite 

early, but I do not get up until eight. I eat the rest of my grapes, wash and leave by 
nine. Down at the reception area I reluctantly pay the 15,000 lire for the use of the 
room. I really cannot get to grips with this crazy currency; although I know that this 
sum is equivalent to a relatively small amount in pounds, it still feels as though I am 
being ripped off as everything is priced here in thousands of lire. 
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                        The Governor’s Palace, Piazza Cavalli, Piacenza 

 
Leaving my luggage in the reception area, I go off to explore the town. Although 

my first task is to find an international telephone exchange, I decide to eat first as I am 
feeling very hungry. I buy a bread roll, sit on the steps of the large Gothic palace in 
the main Piazza Cavalli (with the cavalli or horses on either side of me) and breakfast 
on the bread with some cheese and an apple. Still feeling rather hungry and tired, I 
make my way to the telephone centre. After a great deal of confusion, I pay for a 
connection through Bologna. When they ring back, I rush to the booth, where I am 
told that there is no answer from the phone in Dublin. My money is returned and I 
leave feeling frustrated. 

I now walk up the road, visit the small and quite plain church of Saint Donnino, 
and then go to the tourist office, where I collect some information on Piacenza and 
Cremona. I then find a bookshop, where I buy a map of the Lombardia region, despite 
the fact that it is really not detailed enough for me. 

 

                  
 
                           Palazzo Comunale, Piazza Cavalli, Piacenza 
 
I then slowly amble around the old streets, lined with interesting though rundown 

buildings, many of them with peaceful courtyards and fine architectural details. 
Although pleasant enough, the town is very scruffy and noisy. I pass the Ricci-Oddi 
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Gallery, now closed for repairs, then visit the magnificent and highly-decorated 
Basilica Sant’Antonio, designed in 1350. Inside I admire the large paintings, the 
frescoes and the gilt ornamentation. I next make my way to the cathedral or duomo, 
situated in a large square, but first I pop into a baker’s to buy a roll and eat it as I still 
feel very hungry. Afterwards I buy a can of juice and drink it. I sit on a bench, 
relaxing, then enter the cathedral and take a look inside. As it is large, gaunt and quite 
lacking in interesting features, I leave shortly afterwards and continue my walking 
tour. Next comes a huge building: this is the Farnese Palace, which according to my 
information is supposed to contain the Civic Museum, but it is derelict and closed to 
the public. Around the corner I find a market, where I buy more bread, some cheese 
and tomatoes. As the next church, San Sisto, is undergoing repairs and is locked up, I 
decide that I have seen enough places of interest here and that it is time to leave. 

I make my way back to the hotel, collect my luggage and wheel my bicycle back to 
the main square, where I sit on the palace steps once again, looking across to the 
impressive Governor’s Palace, and eat my simple lunch. As I am feeling exhausted 
and out of sorts today, I find that I cannot take much pleasure in what I see around 
me. Studying my brochures afterwards, I discover that the hotels in Cremona are 
equally expensive and so I decide to stay in a cheaper one in Caorsa, between 
Piacenza and Cremona.  

At about three o’clock I take a final look around this fine old city, and reluctantly 
leave it. I cycle along the busy main road to Caorsa. I am forced to travel slowly 
because of a strong wind blowing against me. The scenery here, although it is quite 
rural in spots, is interesting enough but relatively unexciting. When at last I reach the 
uninteresting village of Caorsa and enquire at the hotel, I am told that they have no 
single rooms at 6,500 lire – only a double at 15,000. Disappointed, I decide to push on 
to Cremona, where a single room should cost at least 10,000 lire – dear enough but 
better than the hotel in Caorsa, which is in the middle of nowhere. 

Fortunately, Cremona is not too far away. I arrive by about 5.30 p.m. and begin 
cycling around the noisy streets in search of a hotel or tourist office. At first I can find 
neither, but at last I manage to find a street that is mentioned in my guide. What a 
difference, I think; unlike France, where everything is signposted clearly, nothing 
seems to be signposted here. The first hotel only has a double room for 15,000 lire 
and the second one, the same. Worn out by now and in no humour to find more hotels, 
I return to the first one and request a room with a double bed. It is a gloomy room 
with big, heavy-looking mahogany furniture. I collapse on to the bed and rest for an 
hour or so, despite the ceaseless noise of heavy traffic outside. Later I study some 
Italian and eat the remainder of my bread and some tomatoes.  

As my watch has stopped, I go downstairs to ask the time and to enquire if there is 
any hot water available. I am assured that there is hot water in the taps, but when I 
check in my room again, there is not. Exhausted, I write my diary and retire to bed 
early. 

 
I gradually emerge from a deep sleep at about eight o’clock this morning, but still 

feel a little weary when I get up. Outside, the traffic roars by and a grey sky hangs 
over the city: it has been raining. My humble breakfast consists of the remainder of 
my brown bread and some cheese. Afterwards, I pay the bill and leave. I would like to 
spend the day here and stay another night, but I have no inclination to sleep another 
night in this dreadful hotel. 

The main reason why I have come to Cremona is because of its association with 
the manufacture of fine violins; the great makers of the past include familiar names 
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such as Stradivarius, Guarnerius and Amati. All these craftsmen lived and worked 
during the period between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. As I wander around, 
I pass workshops in basements and am thrilled to peep through windows and see the 
master craftsmen of today at work on their beautiful instruments.  

I eventually find a tourist office, where I get a map of the city. I make my way to 
the telephone exchange bureau, where I book a phonecall to Dublin. After half an 
hour, I eventually get a call. I rush to the booth and speak briefly to my father, who 
tells me that I do not need to return to work until 18 October, but that I am needed for 
a concert rehearsal on the 8th or 9th. I tell him that I will be back by the earliest date 
and finish the call. Mercifully the charge is not expensive. 

As I feel that I am working my way quickly through my money, I decide to change 
some more. I find a bank where, after a considerable wait while an official leafs 
through a folder of documents, I finally get £50 changed at the more favourable rate 
of 1,900 lire to the pound. Afterwards I sit down outside to consider what I should do 
next. As there is so much here to be seen but I am not in the mood for plodding 
around the city with my bicycle and luggage, I decide that it will be best to find a 
hotel now. I make several attempts, but not one has a single room. As the double 
rooms are too expensive and the traffic is too loud and irritating, I decide to leave. If I 
stay in the youth hostel in Parma, my next stop, maybe I can return to Cremona by bus 
and see it properly. 

I leave at midday and set off along the busy main road to Parma, annoyed as 
nothing seems to be going to plan. Now without food and feeling that I need to eat a 
proper meal, I stop at a trattoria for lunch and find it full of locals. I eat a good meal, 
but do not order fruit or coffee. After the meal I fall asleep. The owners are very kind 
to me; the lady who serves me presents me with a brochure about Cremona, which 
shows me what I have missed. Both she and her husband are fascinated to hear about 
my cycling tour and the man presents me with a complimentary cup of coffee when I 
pay the bill. 

I leave at 2.30 and set off again. Because it has turned so cool, I stop to put on my 
jumper. Once again, cycling against the wind, I follow the signposts to Parma, 
travelling along the so-called minor roads, which are just as monotonous as the main 
ones, though a little less busy. The landscape around here, although flat, is rural but 
not particularly spectacular. I pass fields, little villages, old churches and, here and 
there, some small forests. At least it is a change from the views from the main roads, 
which are invariably spoiled by the presence of industrial buildings and electric 
pylons. 

I finally reach Parma – another noisy city – at about five o’clock, feeling in better 
form after my cycle run and the cool breeze. I buy some food and find the tourist 
office, where a very helpful young man gives me a plan of the city and explains how 
to get to the youth hostel, which is within the old citadel. The town looks fascinating, 
but I have no time to look around. I head straight for the hostel, approaching it 
through the impressive arch of the citadel. I discover that some of it is closed for 
repairs and that I will have to sleep in a small cabin for a maximum of just two nights. 
I have been hoping to stay three nights – once again my plans are thwarted. After I 
have installed myself, I chat to a pleasant German lad and his sister, then take a very 
welcome shower and wash my hair. Feeling greatly refreshed at last, I sit down to a 
leisurely meal of… bread, cheese and tomatoes. Later I bring my diary up to date.  

 
Having slept badly because of the cold room and the sound of rain drumming 

noisily on the roof of the cabin, I get up at about 8.30, breakfast on bread and cheese 
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and leave at about ten. Fortunately the rain has stopped by now, but it is gloomy, cold 
and cloudy outside. Still feeling tired, I amble slowly along the streets, and, using my 
map as a guide, start to visit some of the numerous churches scattered about the town. 
There seems to be an endless number of them here.  

The first one I find in the Strada Farini (Farini Street) is the Chapel of the 
Monastero Clarisse Cappuccine, a small dark oratory dating from the mid-sixteenth 
century where it is almost impossible to see the frescoes covering all the walls and 
ceiling. The columns are made of brown marble. There is a hushed atmosphere; some 
women are deep in prayer. I leave and continue down the street, then enter the fine 
church of Sant’Uldarico, dating from the 1400s but with a façade completed in 1762. I 
am unable to find the cloisters. Passing by some old mansions, I turn off to take a look 
at the not particularly interesting University Palace, then find my way to the large and 
busy Piazza Garibaldi, where I stop to look at the Governor’s Palace (begun in 1282), 
which is much like the one in Piacenza, complete with complicated sundials, and the 
older Palazzo del Comune or Town Hall Palace, built in 1221. 

 

                  
 
                        The Governor’s Palace, Piazza Garibaldi, Parma 
  
Just by the side of the Governor’s Palace is the magnificent and very ornate 

Sanctuary of Santa Maria della Steccata, a Renaissance church dating from the 1600s. 
Its name is derived from the word steccato, meaning a fence used to corral the crowds 
of worshippers who came to venerate an image of the Blessed Virgin. Inside, I admire 
the fine décor, the ornate altar with its famous icon of the Nursing Madonna, and the 
fabulous frescoed ceiling. While here, I meet a German chap and a French girl from 
the hostel. I chat to them for a while, then, on their advice, leave and buy some cold 
meat before the shops close during lunchtime. 

I then make my way to the large but rather featureless Palazzo della Pilotta, built in 
around 1583. Inside I find the National Museum of Antiquities and the National 
Gallery, which I decide to visit. Both of these have an admission fee of 1,000 lire. The 
museum is reasonably interesting but not very exciting: it contains various artefacts 
from Egypt, Greece and ancient Roman sites in Italy. The gallery is more to my 
liking. Although most of the paintings are religious, there are fine masterpieces by 
Leonardo da Vinci (just one small but wonderful sketch), Correggio, Parmigianino, 
many other familiar and unfamiliar Italian painters, and some by not so well known 
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Dutch artists. I greatly enjoy my visit, and I leave just before the gallery closes at 2 
p.m. 

Dazed by what I have seen already, I discover that I am too late to visit the Farnese 
Theatre (a Renaissance theatre in the Palazzo della Pilotta) and so I make for the 
peaceful Ducal Park, where I sit on a bench and partake of my simple lunch, 
accompanied by several curious wasps. Rather than angering them, I let them poke at 
my tomatoes and cold meat. Fed, I sit back and doze until three o’clock, then walk 
back to the old quarter.  

 

             Baptistery, Piazza del Duomo, Parma 
 
This time I head for the Piazza del Duomo (the Cathedral Square), and, in order to 

escape the sporadic rain, I pop into the tall octagonal Baptistery, made of pink Verona 
marble and built between 1196 and 1216. I pay 500 lire for a ticket and spend a long 
time gazing at the astonishing thirteenth-century frescoes that cover every inch of the 
high walls and the cupola. According to my information, this is one of the most 
important monuments marking the transition from Romanesque to early Gothic 
architecture. In here it is dark, mysterious and quite fascinating to behold. At last it 
feels good to relax and take everything in – I have been going hell for leather over the 
last few days. 

I finally leave, cross the square and visit the huge and wonderful Romanesque 
cathedral. It is quite stupendous inside: the nave is long, narrow and very high, and 
the cupola features an illusionistic fresco of the Assumption by Antonio da Correggio. 
Every nook and cranny overflows with the type of exuberant decoration that can be 
associated with the powerful passion that flows in Italian blood. During the time that I 
spend gazing at the architecture and frescoes, three groups of tourists insert coins to 
switch on powerful lamps that light up the altar area, which allow me to see 
everything in more detail. Indeed, the decoration is so rich that it leaves me feeling 
quite bewildered. 

I stagger outside and foot it to the sixteenth-century Church of San Giovanni 
Evangelista (Saint John the Evangelist), with a fine marble façade and beautiful 
frescoes inside painted by Correggio. As I am now dazzled by so much art and 
architecture, I just stay a short while and leave – I have seen enough for one day. 
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On my way back to the hostel, I buy some more food, dodging into the shops to 
escape the rain. On returning, a thunderstorm erupts when I sit down to eat; just as I 
finish, the rain comes bucketing down and I flee to my little cabin, where I write my 
diary until bed time, which is soon after nine o’clock. It has been an enjoyable day.  


